JACS SOLUTIONS

CUSTOM-BUILT TOUCH SOLUTIONS FOR EDUCATION

CUSTOM-

Technology is consistently changing our lives, from the way we communicate, to the
way we shop, and now, how our children learn. More and more classrooms are taking
advantage of digital learning tools, like computers, tablets, and digital signage to
expand course offerings.

Security is vital to the successful deployment of
technology in education, from general security and

THE JACS APPROACH

encryption to keeping students’ data private. JACS

FIRMWARE CUSTOMIZATION. Security is in everything

Solutions meets this demand with purpose-built,

we do, and it starts with our firmware

secure, and high performing Android touch solutions.

customization. JACS products can be purged

Educational institutions, technology integrators, and

of bloatware and consumer-grade applications

service providers can join the wave of innovation with

found in off-the-shelf devices for a faster, more

the very best in interactive technology and the peace-of-

secure solution. The product firmware can

mind from the most secure, customizable solutions on

then be modified to include the specialized

the market.

applications of your choice. The firmware is
then locked to avoid tampering or access to any

JACS’ ANDROID TOUCH SOLUTIONS ARE PERFECT FOR:
Supporting Educational Apps for
Individualized Learning
Extended Learning Beyond the
Classroom
Campus Wayfinding

unwanted or potentially dangerous apps, so that
what you get is a secure, purpose-built solution.

HARDWARE CUSTOMIZATION. Realize your vision
without compromise. JACS can customize any
device specification that you’d like including
mode of connectivity (cellular, Wi-Fi, or PoE),

Digital Lunch Menus & Ordering

operating system (Android or Windows), memory,

Digital Directories

processing power, camera, ports, and more.

School Bus GPS, ELD, & Student
Monitoring

JACS even offers rugged and semi-rugged tablet
designs to protect from all of life’s accidents.

Parent & Visitor Check In with
Photos or Facial Recognition
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ANDROID POE TOUCH DEVICES

ANDROID TOUCH DISPLAYS

Available in 10.1”

JACS Android touch

and 15.6” displays,

displays are all-in-

JACS’ Android Power

one units combining

over Ethernet (PoE)

Android OS, WiFi®

devices are uniquely

connectivity, and

designed for stationary

interactive touchscreens

interactive displays such as lunch menus, parent/visitor

in a cost-effective digital signage solution. Available in

check-in, and more. By providing PoE, customizable

screen sizes from 10” to 55”, these digital displays are an

Android OS, touch screen and USB connectivity, these

ideal platform for improving interactive experiences via

devices deliver a robust, flexible, and cost-effective

services such as wayfinding or digital directories. They are

platform for student, staff, and parent engagement.

even great as a digital learning tool for the classroom.

ANDROID TABLETS
JACS’ Android Tablets are perfect as a portable or stationary solution to fit a variety
of needs. Extend classroom learning by providing every student a tablet for use with
educational apps, homework, studying, and more. These devices are perfect for GPS
or even electronic data logging to instantly improve your student transporation
management by creating a seamless flow of information between directors,
administrators, drivers, and more. Designed for versatility, JACS’ tablets are available in 8”
and 10.1”, with the option for either Wi-Fi® or cellular connectivity.

COMMERCIAL GRADE

TOTAL SOLUTION.

UNBEATABLE PRODUCT LIFE CYCLES.

More durable than consumer-

JACS offers custom accessories

With more than double the life cycle

grade options with lower upgrade

such as stands, cases, charging

of consumer-grade tablets, get the

cost. All models include powerful

carts and more to help you build a

best value for your organization.

processing capabilities and

total solution for your campus and

extended warranty options.

beyond.

ABOUT JACS SOLUTIONS. JACS Solutions designs and manufactures custom-built, commercial-grade Android and
Windows connected devices, touch displays and industrial IoT solutions. One million JACS products have been deployed
in 55+ countries by leaders in healthcare, transportation, retail and more.

Contact Us Today!
+1.443.718.4333 | sales@jacs-solutions.com

www.jacs-solutions.com

